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Introduction  

For the better and the worse, data govern our life. Information and communication, primarily 
 based on language make us human and give us an unbeatable advantage as a species. The digitalized 
world introduced a technology that changed the value of information fundamentally. Huge data storage 
are Pandora’s box and treasure chests combined. Information is accessible everywhere, easily to be 
spied but free opinions cannot be suppressed. Health information these days comes with a similar 
Janus face: huge data amounts generated by new and sophisticated technologies will enable for 
preventive instead of therapeutic medicine and are becoming individualized. The perspectives and the 
technological consequences of a data driven medicine need to be reflected. The future of medicine is 
already a battlefield for its commercial exploration of the health care industry (1). The potential to 
diagnose, predict, and prevent rare and common diseases is huge. How we will use health information 
is a social, political, and economic issue of enormous relevance.  

Results and Discussion  

Life itself has a disappointing consequence, birth implies disease and death. Medicine fights 
diseases based on experience and the observation of the individual phenotype such as fever, pain, and 
blood pressure. With the genetic information at hand, we now can gain insight into the genetic 
disposition, with the recordings from various “Omics”-technologies. We can monitor the state of an 
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individual biological system including its genome. With the medical record available, we can 
correlate the genetic disposition, the influence of environment and life style, and the medical history of 
the patient to the disease state. We can monitor success of therapy and evaluate its economic 
efficiency. The detailed analysis of the benefit of a therapy enables rationale decisions to guide the 
health care system. The “one fits all” therapeutic classification will be replaced by personalized, data 
driven, rationale decisions, even down to the individual genetic level, also coined as precision 
medicine.  

The biomedical literature comprises millions of publications every year. For the individual scientist, 
to stay abreast of one’s own field has become impossible. Omics-technologies record a very large 
number of parameters and conditions. To build and structure biological information systematically and 
to identify causes for the onset and progress of diseases is more challenging than trying to solve a very 
large puzzle (2). To deal with data spaces of many thousands of parameters, to cope with the 
dimensions of time, space and history in biological data means to solve complex problems and to 
reflect novel concepts to distinguish the solvable from the unsolvable problems. 

The new world of a better, more efficient, and precise treatment arrives with huge promises for a 
better, healthier life. Not unlike the promise of endless growth and wealth, there are obstacles to be 
jumped over: given the data, can we make the right prediction for the outcome of a treatment? This 
question comes with an even more fundamental one: is life in any way predictable? Given the 
information of all parameters gathered from the patient, what can be done for the better of the patient 
and the society? 

Conclusions 

In my talk, I will address some basic questions on disease mechanisms and the “homo informaticus” 
as the subject – the scientist - and object –the patient - of data driven medicine.   
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